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Foreword
The Legal Resources Foundation was established in 1984 to meet an expressed need to improve the accessibility of legal and information services to all sections of the population. Indeed the ﬁrst sub-objective in the Trust
Deed is “to initiate and support projects which promote the development of legal resources in Zimbabwe”. The
Founding Trustees recognised that there was at the time a dearth of legal literature, both for the legal system and
for the beneﬁt of the general public. It is therefore no surprise that the Legal Publications Unit was one of the ﬁrst
departments to be established.
To showcase the valuable contribution the LRF has made over the past 30 years to the jurisprudence and legal
system of Zimbabwe we have produced this catalogue that provides a summary overview of the wide range of
publications the Unit has produced.
Amongst the LRF’s publications, the Guides to Zimbabwean law - Delict, Criminal Law, Administrative Law –
have proved imperative sources for law students. Similarly, the Zimbabwe Law Reports, produced by the LRF
since 1985, have contributed signiﬁcantly to the jurisprudence as they have been a primary point of reference in
the judgments handed down by the courts. The LRF continues to publish valuable resources, available to all who
need them – check our website (www.lrf.co.zw) for current and new titles.
Deborah Barron
National Director
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YEAR OF PUBLICATION

TITLE & AUTHOR

COMMENT

AVAILABILITY

Consolidated Indexes to Zimbabwe Law Reports
1986

Consolidated Index to the Law Reports 1964-1983
Edit. M J Gillespie

First publication of the LRF. A cumulative index to the Law Reports spanning a 20-year period since the production of the last published index to
the Law reports of the country in 1963. Each volume comprises: cases reports, legislation considered, words & phrases considered, cases referred
to and subject index.

In print

1993

Consolidated Index to the Zimbabwe Law Reports
1984 – 1991
Edit. J Reid Rowland

The second cumulative index to the Zimbabwe Law Reports spanning the
years 1984 - 1991.

In print

2002

Consolidated Index to the Zimbabwe Law Reports
1992-1999
Edit. J Reid Rowland

The third cumulative index to the Zimbabwe Law Reports spanning the
years 1992-1999.

In print

2012

Consolidated Index to the Zimbabwe Law Reports
2000-2009
Edit. J Reid Rowland

The fourth cumulative index to the Zimbabwean Law reports spanning the
years 2000 - 2009.

In print

Zimbabwe Law Report
Editors from 1985 to 2014:
M J Gillespie; A M Donagher; C Mutzuris; B D Crozier;
A P de Bourbon; G Feltoe; J Reid Rowland; M E Ndlovu; N McNally; J B Colgrave; Justice L G Smith.

In Sept 1988 LRF entered into a contract with the Ministry of Justice and
Parliamentary Affairs to produce and publish Zimbabwe Law Reports for
the years 1985-1990. LRF is producing them since then.

1985 to 2002 (1) out of print
2002 (2) to date available

Zimbabwe Law Reports
1985 (1) published in
1990
2012 (1) published in
2014

Guides To Zimbabwean Law
2014
4th Edition
1988
1st Edition

Guide to the Law of Delict
G Feltoe

The guide provides an outline of the main aspects of the Zimbabwean
Law of Delict with reference to relevant cases. It has been recently revised
to align it with the new Constitution.

In print

2014
4th Edition
1991
1st Edition

A Guide to Administrative and Local Government Law
in Zimbabwe
G Feltoe

Provides a basic introduction to the Administrative Law of Zimbabwe. The
Guide is divided into two main sections: The ﬁrst part deals with Administrative Law—all major legislation on Administrative Law.

Substantial revision has been
done but completion awaits
harmonization of laws with the
new Constitution.

The second part deals with Local Government Law. It also gathers together important Zimbabwean cases on the various aspects of Administrative
Law. It is a useful reference for law students and legal practitioners.
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Guides To Zimbabwean Law | continued |
2013
2nd Edition
2009
1st Edition

Legal Ethics – A Handbook for Zimbabwean Lawyers
2nd edition
BD Crozier

The book is about the ethical rules that govern the aspirant practitioners
studying for professional examinations and to all members of the profession who need guidance on ethical issues in their daily practice.

In print

2006
2nd Edition

Commentary on the Criminal Law (Codiﬁcation and
Reform) Act, 2004)
G Feltoe

The adoption of the Criminal Code by Parliament was a landmark development for the Criminal Law of Zimbabwe. The Commentary is intended
to provide a basic guide to the Code and enable those using it to ﬁnd their
way around it and understand the changes to the law that it brings about.
It is useful to legal practitioners, judicial ofﬁcers, prosecutors, defence
lawyers and police ofﬁcers.

In print; new edition awaits
alignment of laws with the new
Constitution.

2006

Labour Legislation
(2nd Edition)
Patrick Lloyd

Msali Enterprises published ﬁrst edition in 1994; it was revised by Nancy
Samuriwo in 2004 and published by LRF in 2006. It is written for persons
with no formal training in law to make them aware of the relevant provisions of labour legislation and how they operate.

In print but outdated. Newer
publications on labour are available on the market.

2004

A guide to the Law of Conveyancing in Zimbabwe
ML Mhishi

The guide is valuable to Conveyancing executives, secretaries and clerks
who assist the Conveyancers in law ﬁrms. It covers the practice of conveyancing from a practical rather than an academic point of view.

In print but revision is necessary

3rd Edition
2004

A Guide to the Criminal Law of Zimbabwe
G. Feltoe

The guide covers the criminal justice system, essential ingredients of
crimes and the various defences that can be raised in criminal cases. Citations for relevant cases are included A more detailed version of the previous one. The citations for relevant cases and summaries of these cases
were included in a separate section at the end of the main text.

Outdated and superseded by
the Commentary on Criminal
Law, which is under revision.

2003

Constitutional Law of Zimbabwe
Greg Linington

An encyclopedia of Zimbabwean constitutional law, citing recent cases
with reference to the constitutional process in Zimbabwe. It was originally
included in the Kluwer International Encyclopedia of Constitutional.

Out of print, revision is necessary.

2003
2nd edition

Guide to Media Law in Zimbabwe
G Feltoe

This is a revised and updated version of the Guide to Press Law in
Zimbabwe. The guide covers the law relating to both print and electronic
media. It assists journalists, and media students to understand the various
aspects of the laws that have a bearing on their professional work and
studies.

In print but outdated. New edition not required as there are a
number of new publications on
the market

Family Law in Zimbabwe
W Ncube

The book presented a concise but comprehensive overview of family law
in Zimbabwe both under customary law and general law. It was useful
to law students at university level, legal practitioners and other social
scientists.

Out of print, revision is necessary.

1st Edition
1989

1997
1st Edition
1997
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Guides To Zimbabwean Law | continued |
1990

A Guide to Sentencing in Zimbabwe
G Feltoe

A useful tool to all persons involved in the criminal justice system such as
judges, magistrates, defence lawyers and prosecutors. It covers topics
ranging from general aspects of sentencing, details of speciﬁc sentences,
balancing mitigating factors against aggravating features to appeals and
review the text offers assistance to those.

new edition awaits alignment of
laws with the new Constitution.

1989

Law and Medicine in Zimbabwe
G Feltoe& L Nyapadi

The book, which was a joint publication of LRF and Baobab Books, was
a guide to medical practitioners and nurses on certain aspects of the Zimbabwean law affecting the practice of medicine in Zimbabwe. It covered
common problems in most ﬁelds of specialties of medicine with relevant
and enlightening examples.

Revised edition under consideration

1989

Introduction to Business Law in Zimbabwe
I Bampton& D Drury

Superseded by revised edition of Christie’s Business Law in Zimbabwe,
T Mafukidze.

Out of print.

1987

Guide to Zimbabwean Cases Relating to Security,
Emergency Powers, Unlawful Arrest & Detention G. Feltoe

An ephemeral publication, peculiar to the situation prevailing at the time.

Out of print.

2009

Judges’ Handbook for Criminal Cases
G Feltoe

The handbook is useful reference guide to judges when they deal with
criminal cases and is particularly aimed at newly appointed judges, but
also contains reference material that is useful for more experienced
practitioners. It covers selective aspects of criminal procedure, evidence,
substantive law and sentencing.

Under revision and completion
awaits harmonization of laws
with Constitution.

2009

Community Service-Revised Guidelines for Magistrates
Prosecutors and other Court Ofﬁcials
Zimbabwe National Council on Community Service
Community Court

Published in conjunction with International Bridges for Justice, International Bar Association and Legal Resources the handbook covers Community
Service as non-custodial dispositional alternative to payment of a ﬁne.
Among the topics dealt with are the three forms of community service,
breach of community service order, supervision of orders & resolution of
difﬁcult situations.

Under revision and completion
awaits harmonization of laws
with Constitution.

Rev Edition
2009

Criminal Defenders’ Handbook
G. Feltoe

The handbook gives guidance to legal practitioners representing clients
who are charged with criminal offences. It is particularly aimed at newly
qualiﬁed legal practitioners.

Under revision completion waits
harmonization of laws with
Constitution

Legal Handbooks

1st Edition
1994
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Magistrate Handbook for Criminal Cases
G. Feltoe

Intended to give guidance to magistrates when they deal with criminal
cases, it is particularly aimed at the newly appointed magistrates, it also
contains reference material that is useful for more experienced practitioners and covers selective aspects of criminal law: procedure, evidence,
substantive law & sentencing.

Under revision completion
dependent on harmonization of
laws with new constitution

1996

Civil Practice Handbook
Mary Welsh

The handbook served as an easy source of information relevant to the
civil practice and procedure for practitioners and law students. It set out
practical guides in areas of legal practice including tariffs, court rules and
procedures of registries. It was published in loose-leaf form in order to
allow the user to amend various parts of the book from time to time.

Out of print, revision is necessary.

1989

What you Need to Know about Basic Business Law
A Handbook for the Cooperative Movement
W T Manase

The handbook It was designed to assist Cooperative Society members
to understand the basic laws, which enhance their business activities. It
covers three main areas: sale, insurance & contracts.

No demand for a new edition.

1986

Prosecutors’ Specimen Indictment Handbook
W T Manase

The book was designed for use by prosecutors (including police prosecutors) and other legal practitioners. It provided the salient particulars of the
alleged offence in accessible language.

A new version based on the
Criminal Law Code is under
preparation.

1985

Prosecutors’ Handbook
3rd Edition
J Reid Rowland

The handbook replaced the one last issued in 1978.BSAP printed the
original versions of the handbook. The new edition was necessary to
correct various errors that had been observed as well as accommodate
changes in law. It was a useful guide for junior prosecutors, particularly
Police prosecutors.

A new edition will wait until the
Criminal Procedure book is
complete.

Legal Handbooks | continued |
Last revised 2008
First Edition
1992

Procedural Law Legislation Services
Last update
January 31st 2014
1st published 1989

Magistrate Court of Zimbabwe (Civil) Rules

Provides up-to-date rules and regulations used in the Magistrate Court.

In print but revision and simpliﬁcation will be undertaken

Last amended in 2010

Labour Court Rules of Zimbabwe

Provides up-to-date rules and regulations used in the Labour Court by
court ofﬁcials, private practitioners and other interested parties.

In print

Rules of the High Court of Zimbabwe

Was originally published in Dec 1994 as a loose-leaf edition and was
revised Nov. 2010. Provides up-to-date rules and regulations used in the
High Court of Zimbabwe.

In print

1st published 2006
Last amended
2010
1st published
1994
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Rules of the Supreme Court

Provides up-to-date rules and regulations used in the Supreme Court of
Zimbabwe.

In print

Bulletin of Zimbabwean Law

The Bulletin of Zimbabwean Law provides a digest of recent legislation, judicial decisions, and other legal developments. Additionally, selected cases
from South African Criminal Reports are included under relevant headings.

Out of print

Procedural Law Legislation Services | continued |
Last amended
July 2012
1st published
1995

Journals/Periodicals
First published 1989, annually thereafter to 1996

Three issues of the Bulletin were published each year from 1988 to 1996.
The editor left Zimbabwe and efforts to ﬁnd another were unsuccessful.
2003-2004
2010-2012

2 issues per year.

In print

1989-1996

Bulletin of Zimbabwean Law Index

Annual Indexes were published covering the years 1989 to 1995.

Out of print

1989-2000

Legal Forum Vols 1-12
Started in 1988 as the successor of the Prosecutors’
Bulletin and came to an end in Dec. 2000.

The aim of this journal as its name implied, was to provide a forum for
debate on a broad spectrum of issues relating to the administration of the
law or issues relating to the functioning of the law in Zimbabwe by legal
practitioners and others involved in or concerned about the administration
of law or issues relating to the functioning of the law.

Out of print

Although a number of issues are out of print the summary of contents
given below document the luminaries whose high quality writing contributed to the legal knowledge and debate.
Legal Forum Volume1 Nos.
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 co-edit. G. Feltoe, M. Watson, C Lloyd

1989

Contributors among others: Judge Gubbay, M. Watson,
G. Feltoe, M. Welsh, Judge Reynolds, A Armstrong
&Justice Chidyausiku, E Morris, Justice McNally

The aim of this journal as its name implied, was to provide a forum for
debate on a broad spectrum of issues relating to the administration of the
law or issues relating to the functioning of the law in Zimbabwe by legal
practitioners and others involved in or concerned about the administration
of law or issues relating to the functioning of the law.
Although a number of issues are out of print the summary of contents
given below document the luminaries whose high quality writing contributed to the legal knowledge and debate.
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Single witness & accomplice evidence, the concept of possession; human
rights; right to hold meetings; medico-legal aspects of post-mortem lividity, Companies Act; Freedom of speech when does criticism of government; witch killers and the law; law Development Commission; damages
in contract and changing values of money, exclusion of evidence obtained
by torture; death penalty; group litigation; law in intestate succession;
wrong convictions.

Out of print

Journals/Periodicals | continued |
1990

Legal Forum Vol. 2
Nos.1, 2, 3 &4 co-edit. G. Feltoe& C Lloyd
Contributors: A. de Bourbon; G Feltoe; M J Mellin;
Enoch Dumbutshena; Justice CN Greenland;
P Nherere; J Stewart; L Tshuma; M Chihambakwe;

1991

Legal Forum Vol 3
1, 2, 3, &4 Nos. co-edit. G. Feltoe& C Lloyd
Contributors: Justice E Dumbutshena; Justice Gubbay;
J Reid Rowland; G Feltoe

Role of the Judiciary within a parliamentary democracy; public accountability; criminalizing practices which are permissible under customary law;
legal problems with amended wills; women’s convention; injustice in our
criminal system; Exchange Control Act.

Out of print

1992

Legal Forum VOL 4
Nos. 1,2,3,&4 co-edit G. Feltoe& C LLoyd
Contributors: AC Motala; B Patel; J Callow; G Feltoe; J
Stewart; C Masango; G Feltoe

Road accidents in Zimbabwe; taking instructions in civil & criminal cases,
law reports as history; endangering our natural heritage; trafﬁc offenders
ﬁned in absentia; what clients expect fromlawyers; Parks & Wildlife Act;
Firearms and Crime; CIO-a feared organization, compulsory HIV tests.

Out of print

1993

Legal Forum Vol. 5
Nos. 1, 2, 3 & 4 edit. G Feltoe

Beneﬁts of sentences of community service; property rights of married
persons; mandatory reporting of child abuse; the use of force by police;
reforming the juvenile justice system; protecting the rights of patients; law &
Order Maintenance Act; marriage & Inheritance; a guide to state liabilities;
contempt of parliament.

Out of print

Child sexual abuse cases in courts; ensuring free & fair elections; boys who
rape; oppressive methods used by debt collectors; litigation protecting
human rights; Zimbabwean Laws relating to children how compatible are
they with Children’s Convention; arbitration; legislation dealing with women;
women & elections in Zimbabwe.

Out of print

Contributors; G Feltoe, J Reid Rowland; A Mutsonziwa;
T J Nyapadi; W Ncube; Justice N J McNally
1994

Legal Forum Vol. 6
Nos. 1, 2, 3, &4 edit. G Feltoe
Contributors: B Harris; A Tsanga; Justice Manyarara; D.
Coltart; G Feltoe; W Ncube

1995

Legal Forum Vol. 7
Nos. 1 & 2 edit. G. Feltoe
A M Munsonziwa; G. Linington; C Nelson; G. Feltoe

The Zimbabwe government and NGOs, Ofﬁcial Secrets Act; Erosion of
Bill of Rights; preventing punishing crimes against humanity; Police use of
ﬁrearms; arrest for failure to carry national identity cards; community service
as an alternative to imprisonment.

Out of print

1996

Legal Forum Vol. 8
Nos. 1, 2, 3 & 4 Edit. G. Feltoe
Justice Gubbay; N. Khan; G. Feltoe; I. Donovan;

Irresponsible reporting jeopardizes fair trial, harassment of women at the
workplace; improving access to civil justice; lawyers and cases of indigent
litigants; corruption as a threat to democracy and human rights.
Problems with the electoral process; Respecting the human rights of prisoners; psychological; unequal justice for the poor; community-based conﬂict
resolution; land tenure systems; psychological effects of torture.

Out of print
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Independence of the judiciary; rehabilitation of offenders; petty offenders; law reform process; VIP corruption; judicial activism; juvenile justice;
survivors of torture; dangerous drugs; presidential powers; freedom of
expression; law of Succession-amendments.

In print

Journals/Periodicals | continued |
Legal Forum Vol. 9
Nos. 1,2,3, & 4 Edit. G Feltoe.

1997

Conributors: E Magade;CGoredema; Amani Trust; W
Ncube; A Tsanga
1998

Legal Forum Vol. 10 edit. G. Feltoe.
Nos. 1; 2; 3; & 4
Contributors: Justice C. Fraser; L Madhuku; F Chauke;
G. Feltoe; A. Tsanga; G Feltoe

Ignoring human rights; Harare riots; developments in banking law;
paralegals and their place in the law; the prerogatives of mercy; changes
to labour laws; sexual abuse against children; judicial independence;
journalists and the right to criticize public ﬁgures; inhuman or degrading
treatment or punishment.

In print

1999

Legal Forum Vol. 11
Nos 1; 2; 3; & 4 co-edit. GFeltoe& J Reid Roland

MagayavsMagaya; victim –friendly courts; the class action bill; misinterpretations to insurers; strategies for release of persons detained unlawfully;
guide to sentencing; extent of ofﬁcial corruption in Zimbabwe; new banking act; presidential elections and powers in Africa; HIV/AIDs in prisons;
judicial independence and accountability; marital rape.

In print

Role of a judge in a democracy; customary law & international conventions;
administration of justice; sentencing on multiple counts; renunciation of
British citizenship; mandatory sentences; the problems caused by them; law
reports as history; attack on democracy; the Banana judgments.

In print

Contributors: W. Welshman; G. Feltoe; P Dube; J Reid
Roland; P Cumarasway; M Menezes; G Feltoe;ESithole;
2000

Legal Forum Vol. 12
Nos: 1; 2; 3; & 4 co-edit. G Feltoe& J Reid Roland
Contributors: GLinington; P Propotkin; L Madhuku; H
Mandeya; C Dube;

Special Reports
1994

Declarations of Rights: A comparison of Six African
Constitutions-Ghana; Kenya; Namibia; South Africa;
Zambia & Zimbabwe compiled by John Reid-Rowland

The document compares the Declaration of Rights and related provisions of
six African Constitutions.The comparison is arranged in six main headings:
fundamental freedoms; enforcement of constitutional rights; method of
amendment of the Constitution; state of emergency; citizenship & Miscellaneous.

Out of print

1995

The Conduct of General Elections in Zimbabwe Handbook LRF & Electoral Supervisory Commission

The handbook was produced by LRF for the electoral Supervisory Commission to enable the publication to be distributed widely prior to the general
elections held in April 1995.

Out of print

1996

Breaking the Silence –Building True Peace
A Report on the Disturbances in Matebeleland and
Midlands 1980-1988

From a substantial body of unpublished evidence detailing the atrocities
perpetrated by both dissidents and security forces in Matabeleland and Midlands of Zimbabwe between 1980-1988 the reports collated and analysed
evidence and information from interviews conducted during 1990s.
The report provided a comprehensive outline of abuses within chosen case
study regions of Zimbabwe.

The report was republished in
2007 under the title Gukurahundi
by Jacana Press in South Africa
and Hurst Publisher in the United
Kingdom

The Catholic Commission for Justice and Peace in
Zimbabwe & Legal Resources Foundation
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Available in Shona only.
English & Ndebele out of print.

Special Reports | continued |
1997

Breaking the Silence –Building True Peace Summary
Report

A 32-page summary of the full report of in English,Shona & Ndebele.

1997

Evaluation of the Law Enforcement Agencies Programme of the Legal Resources Foundation Verity S
Mundy Evaluation & Research Services

The law Enforcement Agents training programme that ran from 1998-1997
was evaluated in order to assess its impact on the day-to-day performance of police ofﬁcers and to clarify the direction of the programme in
terms of who to train and what to teach.

1988

Evaluation of the Pilot Paralegal Scheme
Seke Rural District
Frances Chinemana

The pilot paralegal scheme in Seke Rural District was the ﬁrst to be operative in 1986.Evaluation was necessary as the scheme was speciﬁcally a
pilot project. The report made recommendations aimed at making the
scheme respond more fully to the needs of rural communities including a
broad based educational campaign on legal rights and process.

1999

Evaluation of Pamphlets Their impact on Rural Communities - Amy Tsanga

The evaluation of pamphlets and their impact on rural communities with a
view to improving the outreach programmes was carried out because LRF
pamphlets for more than ten years. –Among the objectives of the evaluation were: problems/ suggestions readers have for writing; language use;
relevance of content & usage.

Training Manuals (Internal)
First produced in 1991
and regularly revised

Paralegal Training Manual
Vols. 1 & 2

The Paralegal Manual is used for the four- stages training of LRF paralegals and paralegals of other organizations who do similar work. The four
stages cover legal education, community education, casework, alternative
dispute resolution as well as human rights, democracy and the Constitution of Zimbabwe.

2013

The Clerks of Court Training Manual

The manual was published jointly by the Judicial Services Commission
and Legal Resources Foundation. The manual examines the roles and
responsibilities of the clerks of court in both civil and criminal courts
covering preparation of records, statistical returns, maintenance of court
registers and enforcement of court orders& judgments.

2012

Traditional Leaders Training Manual

The training manual was developed as a direct response to the needs of
a Conﬂict Mitigation and Management Project undertaken by the LRF in
partnership with the International Rescue Committee. The aim is to equip
traditional leaders with knowledge and skills to enable them to perform
effectively the different roles they play within the justice delivery system.
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In print

Training Manuals (Internal) | continued |
2010

Local Courts Handbook
T G Mugova

The handbook isfor use by presiding ofﬁcers, who are mainly chiefs and
headmen, to discharge their functions. It covers the role of the presiding
ofﬁcer, jurisdiction, enforcement of court judgments, record keeping and
appeals.

Last revised 1999
1st Edition
1993

Law Enforcement Agents’ Handbook
Barney Greenland

The handbook was used in the human rights training programmefor Law
Enforcement Agents by LRF from 1989 to 1997.The topics covered were:
Arrest, Bail, Statements & Confessions, Detention, Entry, Search& Seizure.
A minimum of 1316 participants were trained, mostly police ofﬁcers, some
of whom were senior Command Ofﬁcers, community relations Liaison.
ofﬁcers and criminal investigation ofﬁcers.

1993

Sentencing Workshop Report

The Legal Resources Foundation, The Society for the Criminal Law
Reform, Southern African Network and the Law Development Commission of Zimbabwe organized the workshop. The aim of the workshop
was to adopt speciﬁc resolutions &recommendations which would have
an impact on sentencing policy in Zimbabwe and other countries in the
Southern African region.

1993

Magistrates’ Training Workshop Summary Reports

In February 1992, LRF in conjunction with the Chief Magistrate’s Ofﬁce
discussed the feasibility of holding workshops for magistrates in Zimbabwe. Two workshops were subsequently held in Harare and Bulawayo
later in the year. The reports which were recorded either verbatim or in
note form, were edited to make them suitable for publication in book.

Workshop Reports
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CONTACT DETAILS
Legal Resources Foundation (LRF
National Ofﬁce 16 Oxford Rd, Avondale, Harare (P.O. Box 918)
www.lrf.co.zw
ao@lrf.co.zw
+263 (4) 333 707
LRF Harare
Nicoz Diamond Building, 30 Samora Machel Avenue
(1st Floor, North Wing, Insurance Centre)
hre.admin@lrf.co.zw
+263 (4) 251170-4
LRF Bulawayo
Amalungelo House, 94 Fort Street
byo.admin@lrf.co.zw
+263 (9) 68926/74091
LRF Gweru
First Mutual Centre, Robert Mugabe
(4th Floor)
gweru.admin@lrf.co.zw
+263 (54) 221665/224507
LRF Masvingo
15 Robertson Street
masvingo.admin@lrf.co.zw
+263 (39) 264563/265872
LRF Mutare
Old Mutual Building, Herbert Chitepo Street
(Suite 8, 2nd Floor)
mutare.admin@lrf.co.zw
+263 (20) 65263/66730
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